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The TELL-ME project is coming to an end and everything is ready to be tested! During the two
years of the project, TELL-ME researchers have been working hard to develop the basis for a
future flexible and practical course, supported by self-study and self-assessment tools, to learn
medical English, German and Spanish and to fit the multiplicity of work situations in the medical
context.
The TELL-ME e-learning platform (https://clg2t.wlv.ac.uk/moodledevelopment/tellme/tellme.php)
offers different resources that make learning of medical English, German and Spanish easier. It
is structured according to ten of the most frequent medical branches in first contact situations,
such as emergency, internal medicine, ophthalmology, and general surgery. For all of these
branches the TELL-ME e-learning platform provides several learning materials:
- Picture dictionaries, which shows the terminology of each branch linked to a picture.
- Videos showing dialogues between a doctor and a patient on a specific topic, and which
include several options: subtitles, direct and visual translation, different kind of exercises
(listening comprehension, multiple-choice questions, vocabulary), glossaries, and a reading
about the topic discussed in the video.
- Corpus management, which permits the search of concordances, frequency words, etc.
These resources are all available in the three working languages of the project, i.e. Spanish,
English and German, and they are also complemented by other external resources related to
these medical branches.
At this point we would like to thank all the users that have provided us with feedback to improve
and amend the first version of the platform, and all scholars and professionals that have offered
their advice during this project.
Thank you very much to all of you!
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